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All-optical ultrafast magnetization switching in magnetic material thin film without the 

assistance of an applied external magnetic field is being explored for future ultrafast and 

energy-efficient magnetic storage and memories. It has been shown that femto-second light 

pulses induce magnetization reversal in a large variety of magnetic materials. However, so far, 

only GdFeCo-based ferrimagnetic thin films exhibit magnetization switching via a single 

optical pulse. Here it is demonstrated the single-pulse switching of Co/Pt multilayers within a 

magnetic spin-valve structure ([Co/Pt] / Cu / GdFeCo) and further showed that the four 

possible magnetic configurations of the spin valve can be accessed using a sequence of single 

femto-second light pulses. Our experimental study reveals that the magnetization final state of 

the ferromagnetic [Co/Pt] layer is determined by spin-polarized hot electrons generated by the 

light pulse interactions with the GdFeCo layer. This work provides a new approach to 
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deterministically switch ferromagnetic layers and a pathway to engineering materials for opto-

magnetic multi-bit recording. 

 

 

The possibilities of deterministically manipulating magnetization solely with ultra-

short light pulses have attracted a growing attention over the past ten years leading to 

numerous ultra-fast and low-energy data storage concepts 
[1-9]

. In 2007, all-optical switching 

(AOS) of magnetization using femtosecond (fs) laser pulses in GdFeCo ferrimagnet was first 

discovered 
[1]

. Later on, it was shown that the magnetization in GdFeCo can be switched by a 

single fs-laser pulse independently of the light helicity 
[2,3]

 referred to as all-optical helicity-

independent switching (AO-HIS) and has only been observed for GdFeCo-based materials. 

The AO-HIS has been described by a thermal-driven switching mechanism attributed to the 

transient ferromagnetic like states and the transfer of angular momentum between Gd sub-

lattice and FeCo sub-lattice
 [2,3,17-20]

. Very recently, this type of switching has not only been 

observed in the case of light pulses but also for electron pulses 
[7-9]

. In contrast to AO-HIS, in 

the case of all-optical helicity-dependent switching (AO-HDS), the final state of 

magnetization is determined by the circular polarization of the light. AO-HDS has been 

observed for a large variety of magnetic material such as ferrimagnetic alloy, ferrimagnetic 

multilayer, ferromagnet thin films and granular recording media 
[4,5,10-15]

. However, so far 

multiple pulses are necessary to fully deterministically switch the magnetization for AO-HDS 

[10, 16]
. The use of single-pulse switching would be interesting because it is ultra-fast and 

energy-efficient, however restriction to Gd-based materials limits potential spintronic devices 

application. Furthermore, in order to move toward ultrafast-spintronic applications, one needs 

to study and understand the fundamental mechanism not only for single layers as it has been 

done in most study so far but also in more complex structures like spin valve structures, a key 

building block of modern spintronics. Selective magnetization switching in spin-valve 

structures or more complex heterostructures will enable multi-level magnetic storage and 
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memories 
[21-23]

. Here we demonstrate that the four possible magnetic configurations of a 

magnetic spin-valve structure ([Co/Pt] / Cu / GdFeCo) shown schematically in Figure 1, 

where both layers are magnetically decoupled, can be accessed using a sequence of single 

femto-second light pulses. We show that a single laser pulse is able to switch the 

magnetization of either the GdFeCo layer alone or the magnetizations of both GdFeCo and 

[Co/Pt] layers, depending on the optical pulse intensity.  We attribute this magnetic 

configuration control of the multilayer to, in part, a result of the ultrafast magnetization 

dynamics in spin-valve structure as well as ultrafast non-local transfer of angular momentum 

between layers 
[24-29]

. Indeed, ultrafast quenching of magnetization in ferromagnetic or 

ferrimagnetic layers creates spin-polarized hot electrons that propagate in the metallic spacer 

layer and transfer the angular momentum to the other magnetic layer. We believe the 

switching of the [Co/Pt] layer results from a combination of optical excitation and the transfer 

of spin-polarized hot electron currents generated via the demagnetization of the GdFeCo 

layers.  

Schematic illustration of the Ta (5 nm) /Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 (5 nm) /Cu (9.3 nm) /[Co (0.6 

nm)/Pt (1.0 nm)]4 /Ta (5 nm) /Glass substrate spin valve structure namely GdFeCo/Cu 

/[Co/Pt] is shown in Figure 1a. The GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers exhibit perpendicular 

magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and are magnetically separated by a 9.3-nm continuous Cu layer. 

The ferrimagnetic GdFeCo layer is FeCo rich at room temperature for this composition as the 

net magnetization of the alloy is parallel to the magnetization of FeCo sublattice and 

antiparallel to the magnetization of the Gd sublattice. Using magnetic fields, four remanent 

magnetic configurations can be reached: Two configurations where the magnetization of the 

two layers are parallel P+ and P- when the two magnetizations are along the positive and 

negative field direction, respectively, and two configurations where the two magnetizations 

are antiparallel AP+ and AP- when the magnetization of the [Co/Pt] is along the positive and 

negative field direction, respectively. Figure 1b shows the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) 
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signal (K) as a function of the applied magnetic field (H) applied perpendicular to film plane. 

The reversal that appears at low magnetic field is attributed to the GdFeCo reversal. This 

could be confirmed by the magnetization curves (See supporting information, sec A). Minor 

loops in blue and red in Figure 1b show that the two layers are magnetically decoupled (i.e. 

the minor loop is centered about zero applied field). In Figure 2 we show how the four 

remanent magnetic configurations (P+, AP+, AP- and P-) can be accessed using single 35-fs 

light pulses under zero applied field. Starting with a saturated sample in the P- state (left most 

configuration in Figure 2) one can switch both magnetic layers to the corresponding P+ state 

by sending a relatively intense pulse of 0.5 J where a region of roughly 30 m in diameter is 

reversed.  Then exposing the sample to a moderate light pulse of 0.2 J only triggers the 

reversal of the GdFeCo magnetization putting the sample into the AP+ state. A second 0.2-J 

pulse again reverses the GdFeCo layer returning the system to the P+ state. Applying a 0.5-J 

then reverses both magnetic layers back to the original P- state.  Finally, a 0.2-J pulse again 

reverses the GdFeCo layer yielding the AP- state. Somewhat surprisingly if the AP+ or AP- 

state is excited by a 0.5-J pulse only the GdFeCo layer is reversed and the [Co/Pt] layer 

remains unperturbed. To summarize, 0.5-J pulses switch both layers from P+ to P- and back 

again while 0.2 J pulses are sufficient to only switch the GdFeCo layer leaving the [Co/Pt] 

layer unperturbed. The P+ to P- and P-to-P+ transitions clearly shows that the [Co/Pt] layer 

can be switched by a single 35 fs pulse.  

In order to get insights on the energy and configurational changes of the switching of 

the [Co/Pt]/Cu/GdFeCo structures, we have studied the influence of the pump energy within 

the beam spot. Indeed, since the beam intensity follows a Gaussian profile, we can explore, 

with a single pulse, a range of energies. In Figure 3a starting from an initial state in the P+ 

configuration, 35-fs single pulses of a given pump energy irradiated the sample consecutively 

with a typical time between two pulses of 2 seconds. The same experiment has been 
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reproduced for 8 different pump energies ranging from 0.08 J to 0.36 J (three energies are 

shown in Figure 3a). The spatial distribution of the magnetic configuration has been measured 

after each pulse. From Figure 3a we can define up to four threshold radii (ri) measured from 

the center of the optical excitation region whose values depend on the pump energy and allow 

us to distinguish five different responses to the initial magnetic configuration and light 

interaction. The radius r1 corresponds to the threshold for the onset of AO-HIS of the GdFeCo 

layer while leaving the [Co/Pt] layer unperturbed. Thus for r>r1 the magnetization is 

unperturbed by the light while for r<r1 the GdFeCo layer reverses its magnetization with each 

pulse from P+ to AP+ or AP+ to P+. This can be seen clearly for 0.08 J pulses in Figure 3a 

where only within the radius r=r1 there is a switching of the GdFeCo.  For increasing pulse 

energy of 0.2 J pulses (Figure 3a) two new radii appear. With each pulse the outer ring 

corresponds to r1 where only the GdFeCo reverses. Near the center of the beam there is a 

region for r<r3 where both the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers reverse from P+ to P- and then 

back with each pulse.  There is a second radius, r2, where starting from P+ the GdFeCo 

magnetization is switched between r1>r>r3 to the AP+ configuration after the first pulse. Then 

for subsequent pulses there is a narrow region r2>r>r3 where the light has no effect with 

further pulses. For yet higher pulse energy such as 0.32 J as shown in Figure 3 where for 

r<r4 the energy density is sufficiently high that both layers demagnetize forming random 

domain states.  From images like those shown in Figure 3a and corresponding line scans that 

quantify the magnetic contrast both the magnetic configurations and corresponding threshold 

radii can be determined and are shown in Figure 3b for various pulse energies. The solid lines 

in Figure 3b are fits assuming a Gaussian spatial distribution of the pump energy, i.e., Fp
i
 = 

2Ep / (w0
2
) exp(-2ri

2
/w0

2
), where Fp

i
, ri and 2w0 are threshold fluence, threshold radius, and 

1/e
2
 spot size, respectively. From the fitting of our experimental data (from Figure 3b), we are 

able to extract four (incident) threshold fluences, Fp
1 
= 3.1 mJ/cm

2
, Fp

2
 = 8.5 mJ/cm

2
, Fp

3
 = 
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11.8mJ/cm
2
 and Fp

4
 = 28.4 mJ/cm

2
 that correspond to radii r1 through r4. We note that the 

range of fluences for which single shot switching is observed is the highest ever reported. In 

our films switching fluences cover a whole decade (3.1 – 28.4 mJ/cm
2
), whereas in GdFeCo 

single layers doubling the AOS threshold fluence would lead to multidomain creation 
[30, 31]

. 

We believe this behavior might be related to the higher Curie temperature of the [Co/Pt] layer 

and the dynamic coupling between the layers. 

For low fluences (r1>r>r2) we observe that only the GdFeCo switches with each pulse 

as has been observed as in single GdFeCo films. At these fluences the [Co/Pt] layer is not 

sufficiently excited to be perturbed. This behavior is expected from the extensive literature of 

AO-HIS on GdFeCo films 
[32]

. The narrow region r2>r>r3 where once the sample is in the 

antiparallel configuration no changes occur after next pulse indicates some subtle interplay 

between layers that prefers the antiparallel configuration. However, we do not have a detailed 

explanation of this interaction at present. We will focus much of the remainder of the 

discussion on the region r3>r>r4 where we observe the simultaneous reversal of the GdFeCo 

and [Co/Pt] layers by single pulses. We believe that in this region, GdFeCo is switching by 

itself via the AO-HIS but in addition there is single shot deterministic reversal of the 

ferromagnetic layer through a combination of optical excitation and a dynamic coupling 

mechanism between the layers. We will discuss possible coupling mechanisms below and 

discuss additional experiments to test the validity of these mechanisms. The first possible 

explanation is the presence of a static exchange coupling, which has been reported to be at the 

origin of the single shot AOS of a [Co/Pt] bilayer coupled to a GdFeCo layer 
[34]

. In this study 

the final state of the [Co/Pt] layer is determined by the sign of the interlayer coupling. For our 

samples, the minor loops of the GdFeCo magnetization reversal show no measurable 

exchange coupling between the two magnetic layers (Figure 1). The fact that we can 

independently switch the GdFeCo layer and the energy required for AO-HIS of the GdFeCo 

layer from P+ to AP+ and from AP+ to P+ are identical, also suggest there is no exchange 
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coupling via the Cu interlayer present in our sample. Moreover we observed this single-shot 

AO-HIS of the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers for up to a 30 nm-thick Cu spacer layer (See 

supporting information, sec C) where no exchange coupling is expected. A second possible 

explanation could be the presence of some dipolar coupling.  While there are no dipolar fields 

arising from an ideal uniformly magnetized film, there are dipolar fields generated from 

domain states and inhomogeneous magnetization.  For circular domains such as shown in 

Figure 2 the dipolar fields are strongest at the boundary and may be responsible for the 

narrow region r2>r>r3.  To explore the role of dipolar coupling we studied samples with a 

different GdFeCo alloy concentration such that the net magnetization of the ferrimagnetic 

GdFeCo would be in the direction of the transition-metal sublattice (i.e. “FeCo-rich”) or the 

rare-earth sublattice (i.e. “Gd-rich”). Figure 4 shows AOS in spin-valve structure of the 

FeCo-rich sample (Figure 4a) and the Gd-rich (Figure 4b) GdFeCo. Since MOKE 

measurements are mostly sensitive to FeCo sublattice moment (as opposed to the total 

moment), magnetic contrast values in antiparallel configuration of the magnetization are 

higher than that in parallel configuration in Gd-rich GdFeCo as shown in Figure 4b. Single-

shot AO-HIS of the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers is observed for both GdFeCo concentrations.  

However, the final magnetic state reached by the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers corresponds to a 

parallel alignment of the FeCo sublattice and the Co/Pt magnetizations independently of the 

GdFeCo concentration and net magnetization as shown schematically in Figure 4c and d. 

Thus, dipolar interactions (at room temperature) are unlikely to explain the final state of the 

magnetization of the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers. Having ruled out indirect and dipolar 

coupling we believe the final state of the ferromagnetic [Co/Pt] layer is determined by spin-

polarized hot electrons generated by the light pulse interactions with the GdFeCo layer in 

addition to local heating of the [Co/Pt] layer. To explain the single pulse AO-HIS of the 

[Co/Pt] layer, we assumed that the ultrafast laser heating after interacting with the GdFeCo 

layer is generating a hot electron spin polarized current (i.e. superdiffusive spin currents) 
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parallel to Gd moment which will ultimately transfer its angular momentum to the [Co/Pt] 

layer and in combination with optical excitation determines the final state of magnetization 

(schematically shown in Figure 4c and 4d.). Recent experiments on spin currents generated by 

the interaction between a light pulse and a GdFeCo layer 
[29]

 observed, as a function of time 

after optical excitation, first positive and then negative spin generations in the conduction 

band. The authors attribute the positive part of the spin generation to demagnetization of the 

transition-metal sublattice and estimate the majority of the negative spin is coming from 

slower demagnetization of the Gd sublattice. They also suggest a potential contribution to the 

negative spin current to the spin-dependent Seebeck effect. Both contributions result in the 

longer time spin currents being parallel to the Gd sublattice, as shown in Figure 4c and 4d, 

that will be transferred and absorbed by the [Co/Pt] layer. If the Co/Pt layer is excited by both 

the optical pulse and the hot electrons 
[33]

, the transfer of the hot electron angular momentum 

could be sufficient to determine the final state of the magnetization of [Co/Pt] as it cools. 

Thus, it is expected that the longer time spin-polarized currents that are parallel to the Gd 

sublattice will determine the final state.  At the same time, GdFeCo layer is also reversed as a 

result of the AO-HIS mechanism. Thus, even though the [Co/Pt] layer final state 

magnetization is determined by the Gd sublattice, the FeCo sublattice and the [Co/Pt] 

magnetization are always parallel in the final state. This mechanism might also contribute to 

the recent single shot AOS demonstrated in Co/Gd bilayer system 
[35]

, in which non-local 

transfer of angular momentum might reverse the magnetization of Co since the exchange 

interaction between Gd and Co exists only at the interface.  

 To explore the validity of the above spin polarized hot electron transport model to 

explain the [Co/Pt] magnetization switching, we have grown several spin-valve structures 

where we have modified the Cu interlayer. First GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin-valve have been 

grown with different Cu thicknesses ranging from 5 nm to 80 nm. Single-pulse [Co/Pt] 

switching could be observed up to 30-nm Cu interlayers. The loss of the [Co/Pt] reversal is 
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attributed to the limited spin-diffusion length of the hot electrons in the Cu layer, estimated to 

13 nm by Schellekens et al.
[26]

. On other way to reduce the spin polarization of the hot 

electrons consists to insert 1 to 5 nm Pt layer in the Cu spacer layer (shown schematically in 

Figure 5a). Pt has a significantly shorter spin diffusion length than Cu and is on the order of a 

few nanometers 
[26]

. While the average magnetic properties of samples with and without Pt 

layer are very similar (see magnetization curves in supporting information, sec. E) it is 

expected that the Pt layers will depolarize the hot electrons before reaching the [Co/Pt] layer. 

This should limit the ability to deterministically switch the [Co/Pt] layer. Figure 5b shows the 

MOKE images after the irradiation of fs-laser pulses for the samples with different Pt 

thicknesses tPt. For tPt = 0 nm we see the P+ to P- and back to P+ switching as described 

earlier and the [Co/Pt] layer is 100% switched. With increasing Pt thickness, the magnetic 

contrast around center of the spot gradually decreases indicating the samples are transitioning 

from AO-HIS to demagnetizing with increasing Pt. By analyzing the magnetic contrast values 

in details, we plot in Figure 5c the change in magnetization of the [Co/Pt] layer with 

increasing Pt thickness. We see that with increasing Pt thickness the samples transition from 

deterministic switching to demagnetization where the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] layers break into 

small domains.  The decay length obtained by exponential fitting was ~ 2 nm as shown in 

Figure 5c (See detail of the analysis in supporting information, sec. F).  This decay length is 

consistent with a previous report for the spin diffusion length of hot electron in Pt layer (3 

nm) 
[23,26]

 and is quite a bit shorter than penetration depth of light in Pt layer ~ 13 nm 

calculated from imaginary part of the refractive index of 2.85+i 4.96 for the wavelength of 

800 nm. Thus, the magnetization of [Co/Pt] after irradiation of fs-laser pulse changes with 

increasing Pt thickness more drastically than the change in light absorption and temperature. 

Moreover, we also performed light absorption calculation. It was found that total light 

absorption (i.e., temperature rising) in the sample was not changed significantly with different 

Pt thickness, (see supporting information, Sec. G). Based on these studies, we conclude that 
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magnetization switching of the GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] is mediated by spin-polarized hot 

electron transport. 

 In this study, we demonstrated that we could access the four remanent magnetic 

configurations in GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin-valve structures, without applied field using 

single femto-second pulses. After studying the effect of the GdFeCo concentration and of the 

spacer layer we concluded that the final state of the magnetization switching of [Co/Pt] is 

mediated by spin-polarized hot electron transport. The final state is consistent with the 

expected spin polarization being parallel to Gd moment in the GdFeCo layer due to the slower 

demagnetization of Gd compared to the one of the FeCo spins. These hot spin-polarized 

electrons transfer their angular momenta which, in combination with optical heating, are able 

to deterministically switch the magnetization of [Co/Pt]. This conclusion is supported by 

inserting Pt layers inside the Cu spacer layer of the spin-valve to depolarize the optically-

induced spin current resulting in the thermal demagnetization of the [Co/Pt] layer. This work 

provides a new approach to deterministically single-pulse switch ferromagnetic layers and a 

pathway to engineering materials for opto-magnetic multi-bit recording using spin-valve 

structures. 

 

 

Experimental Section 

Sample preparation: 

All samples were prepared by physical vapor deposition. Base pressure used to deposit 

multilayer film was about 1×10
-7

 Torr. Basic stacking structures used in this study for the 

spin-valve structure are as follows, 

Glass sub. / Ta (5) / [Pt(1)/Co(0.6)]4 / Cu (tCu) / Gdx(Fe87Co13)1-x (5) / Ta (5), (thickness in 

nm) 

Cu thickness was varied from 5 nm to 80 nm. Gd composition was varied from 21.9% to 

27.2%. 
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Stacking structures of the reference sample for the Pt layer insertion are as follows, 

Glass sub. / Ta (5) / [Pt(1)/Co(0.6)]4 / Cu (7) / Pt (tPt) / Cu (7) / Gd23.3Fe66.7Co10 (5) / Ta(5). 

 

AOS measurement: 

Ti: sapphire fs laser source and regenerative amplifier are used for the pump laser beam in 

AOS measurement. Wavelength, pulse duration and repetition rate of the fs laser are 800 nm, 

35 fs, and 5 kHz, respectively. The 1/e
2
 spot size 2w0 is ~50 µm. No external magnetic field is 

applied during measurement. Four different magnetic configurations are realized by using 

permanent magnet before taking images. MOKE images were obtained from the other side of 

the film. LED light source with the wavelength of 628 nm was used for taking MOKE images.  

 

Data analysis:   

The movies of MOKE images during irradiation of fs-laser pulses were taken by CCD camera. 

After taking movies, the images of each slice were subtracted from the initial slice of the 

movies to exclude the background of the images. And then, average brightness values of the 

initial images were added to each subtracted images. The median and mean filters were 

applied to reduce noise in the images. The gray scale brightness values were converted to the 

color (lower, middle, and higher values are converted to blue, white, and red). 

 

 

Supporting Information  
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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Figure 1. (Properties of the GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin valve structure. a) Schematic 

representation of the Glass sub. / Ta (5 nm) / Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 (5 nm) / Cu(9.3 nm) / [Co(0.6 

nm)/Pt(1.0 nm)]4 / Ta (5 nm) sample where the GdFeCo and [Co/Pt] magnetic layers have 

perpendicular anisotropy and are separated by a 9.3 nm thick Cu layer. b) Normalized 

magneto-optic Kerr rotation (K) as a function of the magnetic field (H) applied 

perpendicularly to the film plane. Red and blue open symbols are minor loops corresponding 

to the magnetization reversal of GdFeCo which are perfectly centered around the zero field 

axis.)  
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Figure 2. (Multi-level switching of GdFeCo /Cu/[Co/Pt] spin valve structure using 35-fs 

single light pulses. a) Experimental demonstration of magnetic configurations obtained 

consecutively after single optical pulses. Starting from a saturated state P- (resp. P+) a single 

intense pulse (0.5 J) induce a switching into the P+ state (resp. P-). A single moderate light 

pulse (0.2 J) induces a transition from a P- state (resp. P+) to an AP- (resp. AP+) state. All 

the measurements demonstrate that the GdFeCo layer switching can be obtained using a 

single moderate light pulse (0.2 J) whereas the complete switching of both layer is obtained 

for single intense pulse (0.5 J). b) Normalized averaged magnetic contrast obtained along the 

black line shown in a), averaged within the width of 5 m. The four different levels allow to 

quantitatively define the four magnetic states (P+, P-, AP+, AP-) which can be reached using 

a sequence of single 35-fs laser pulses.)  
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Figure 3. (Single pulse all-optical switching as a function of pump energy for Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 

/ Cu(9.3) / [Co/Pt]4 sample. a) MOKE images obtained after four consecutive 35-fs pulses of 

various pump energy (the time between two pulses is 2 seconds). The same experiments has 

been repeated with different pump energy ranging from 0.08 to 0.36 J. b) Threshold radius 

(ri) such that for r> r1: there is no light effect, r1>r>r2 AO-HIS single pulse GdFeCo layer 

reversal. r2>r>r3 Starting from P+ the GdFeCo magnetization is switched once to reach an 

AP+ configuration and then light pulses have no effect; r3>r>r4: AO-HIS is observed for both 

layers; r4 >r the energy is too high and the all stack demagnetized.)  
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Figure 4. (All-Optical Switching in GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin-valves with different GdFeCo 

concentration. a) AOS results for FeCo-rich Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 (5 nm)/ Cu(9.3 nm) / [Co/Pt]4 

sample. b) AOS results for Gd-rich Gd26.4(FeCo)73.6 (5 nm) / Cu(10 nm) / [Co/Pt]4 sample. 

Since MOKE is more sensitive to the FeCo magnetic sublattice, the magnetic contrast signals 

of AP+ states are larger than that of P+ state in the case of spin-valve sample with Gd-rich 

GdFeCo. Schematic illustration of spin-polarized hot electron transport induced 

magnetization switching for c), FeCo-rich and d), Gd-rich GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin valve 

structures.) 
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Figure 5. (Evolution of the Co/Pt magnetization switching on Pt insertion layers in Cu. a) 

Schematic illustration of the role of the Pt spin scattering layer inserted in the Cu spacer layer. 

b) MOKE images after irradiation of consecutive single fs-laser pulses on GdFeCo / Cu (7) / 

Pt (tPt) / Cu (7) / [Co/Pt] samples and GdFeCo / Cu (15) / [Co/Pt] sample (tPt = 0 nm). c) The 

changes in magnetization of [Co/Pt] around the center of the spot estimated from magnetic 

contrast are plotted as a function of Pt thicknesses. 100 % indicates completely switched and 

50 % indicates full demagnetization. Solid curve is an exponential fitting and decay length 

obtained from fitting is ~ 2 nm.)  
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A. Magnetic property 

 
Figure S1a shows out-of-plane magnetization curves for a GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin-valve 

sample and a single [Co/Pt] film. It was found that the smaller coercive field in the spin-valve 

corresponds to the magnetization reversal of GdFeCo. In addition, the signal of the GdFeCo layer is 

larger for the MOKE than the magnetometry measurements as MOKE is mainly sensitive to the 

magnetic signal of the transition metal (FeCo) sublattice whereas magnetometry measures the total 

magnetization. Figure S1b shows in-plane magnetization curve for the single [Co/Pt] film. Saturation 

field is about 7 kOe, and saturation magnetization is ~ 1450 emu/cm
3
 (volume was estimated by total 

thickness of Co). The effective uniaxial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy constant was evaluated to 

be ~ 5 Merg/cm
3
. 

 
Figure S1: a, Magnetic curves for GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] sample and [Co/Pt] sample measured by 

SQUID-VSM. b, In-plane magnetization curve for [Co/Pt] film. Slope correction was performed to 

subtract diamagnetic contribution of the substrate and sample holder. 
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B. Details of magnetic contrast vs radius plot and evaluation of threshold radius 

 
 To quantify the radius dependence of the magnetic configuration, magnetic contrast vs radius 

analysis was performed as mentioned in the main text. The magnetic contrast along the green circles 

(as shown in Fig. S2a) were taken and averaged. Figure S2b shows averaged magnetic contrast are 

plotted as a function of radius. The threshold radius r1 and r2 was evaluated by the intercept between 

 after 1
st
 pulse and . The r3, r4 were evaluated by the intercepts between  after 

1
st
 pulse and  (r3) or  (r4). Each value evaluated are shown 

in Figure S2b and S2c. 

 

 
Figure S2: a, Analysis of magnetic contrast vs radius plot. Magnetic contrast values along the green 

circle lines with different radius of the circles were taken and averaged. b, c, Averaged magnetic 

contrast values plotted as a function of radius (b: Ep = 0.32 J, c: Ep = 0.16 J). b and c show the 

magnetic contrast when initial configuration is P+ and AP+, respectively. 

 

C. Cu thickness dependence of AOS in GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin valve 

 
 Figure S3a shows AOS in the case of a spin-valve structure with a 30-nm-thick Cu layer. Even 

for the two magnetic layers separated by 30-nm-thick Cu layer, single shot switching in both layer was 

observed. Figure S3b shows threshold radius of the two domains (reversing GdFeCo only and both 

layer) are plotted as a function of pump energy. The energy required for switching both layer 

increasing with increasing Cu thickness. The threshold energy density for reversing GdFeCo layer and 

both layers are plotted as a function of Cu thickness as shown in Fig. S3c. Although threshold energy 

density for reversing the GdFeCo layer doesn’t significantly depend on Cu thickness, threshold energy 

density for reversing both layer increases with increasing Cu thickness. One possibility to explain this 
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trend is the spin depolarization in the Cu layer. Another possibility is that light absorption in [Co/Pt] 

decreases with increasing Cu thickness and then the temperature rising required for switching 

increases with increasing Cu thickness.  

 
Figure S3: a, AOS results in Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 / Cu(30) / [Co/Pt]4 sample. b, Threshold radius for 

reversing GdFeCo (open symbols) and both layer (solid symbols) in Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 / Cu(tCu) / 

[Co/Pt]4 sample. Solid curves are the fitted results assuming Gaussian distributions of pump laser. c, 

Threshold energy densities for reversing GdFeCo (open symbols) and both layer (solid symbols) 

obtained from the analysis shown in b are plotted as a function of Cu thickness. Different shapes of 

the symbols represent the values taken at different spot sizes. Solid curves are the guide to eye 

representing experimental trends.  
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D. Details of the magnetic contrast analysis for the complex domain structure 

 
Figure S4 shows complexity of the domain structure obtained in the case that initial 

configuration is antiparallel for FeCo-rich GdFeCo / Cu / [Co/Pt] spin-valve structure. Figure S4a 

shows MOKE images obtained after irradiation of several fs-laser pulses. Single-shot switching of 

only the GdFeCo layer around rim of the spot and complicated domain structure around center of the 

spot were observed. The color of the contrast around center of the spot is either dark red or dark blue, 

which means magnetic configuration is either P+ or P-. Figure S4b shows that magnetic contrast 

where different areas are analyzed. The magnetic contrast values are plotted as a function of time and 

shown in bottom panel. At area A, the first fs-pulse reversed the GdFeCo parallel to [Co/Pt] and then 

both layer reversed in parallel after the subsequent pulses. Also, in the areas B and C, the second and 

third fs-pulse reversed the GdFeCo parallel to [Co/Pt] and then both layer reversed after the 

subsequent pulses. This means that once magnetic configuration becomes parallel, both layer reversed 

in parallel subsequently. 

 

 
Figure S4: Analysis of the magnetic contrast for different areas when the magnetic configuration is 

initially antiparallel. a, AOS results for Gd23.3(FeCo)76.7 / Cu (9.3) / [Co/Pt] sample. MOKE images 

after irradiation of several fs-laser pulses when initial magnetic configuration is antiparallel. b, 

Magnetic contrast values of three different areas A, B, and C, which are around center of the spot are 

analyzed. Magnetic contrast inside green circle area are plotted as a function of time as shown in 

bottom panel. 
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E. Comparison of magnetic property for samples with and without Pt layer 

 
 Figure S5 shows comparison of magnetization curves for spin-valve structure with and 

without the Pt spin-scattering layer. Magnetization curves for the two samples are nearly identical.  

 
Figure S5: Comparison of magnetization curves for GdFeCo / Cu (9.3) / [Co/Pt] and GdFeCo / Cu (7) 

/ Pt (3) / Cu (7) / [Co/Pt] samples.  

 

 

F. Details of the analysis for the results with different Pt spin scattering layer thickness 

 
 Figure S6a and S6b shows comparison of AOS for the sample with 1-nm-thick Pt and 3-nm-

thick Pt layers inserted. In the case of sample with the 1-nm-thick Pt insertion layer, the magnetic 

contrast around center of the spot is similar to single shot switching. On the other hand, in the case of 

sample with 3-nm-thick Pt layer inserted, the magnetic contrast around center of the spot indicated the 

sample has demagnetized into random domains.  

 
Figure S6: a, Schematic illustration of AOS in the sample with Pt spin scattering layer insertion. 
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MOKE images after several fs-laser pulses are irradiated for the sample with b, 1 nm and c, 3 nm 

thick Pt layer insertion. Pump energy used in this experiment is 0.4 J. 

 
In order to clarify the difference in behavior among the samples with different Pt thickness, 

the change of magnetic contrast after irradiation of fs-laser pulse is analyzed. Figure S7 shows 

magnetic contrast values are plotted as a function of radius for the samples with different Pt 

thicknesses. The maximum change of the magnetic contrast after irradiation of fs-laser pulse decreases 

with increasing Pt thickness. The change of magnetic contrast is coming from reversing the GdFeCo 

and reversing the [Co/Pt] or from demagnetizing the [Co/Pt] layer. The normalized change in 

magnetization of [Co/Pt] is estimated and plotted in Fig. S8. Figure S8a shows the maximum change 

of magnetic contrast ( ) evaluated, amplitude of GdFeCo layer ( ) and [Co/Pt] layer 

( ). Assuming completely reversing the GdFeCo layer enables us to quantify the magnetization 

change in the [Co/Pt] layer. Figure S8b shows the change in magnetization of the [Co/Pt] layer plotted 

as a function of Pt thickness. The vertical scale of 1 indicates completely reversing and 0.5 indicates 

demagnetizing. The exponential trend with increasing Pt thickness was observed, which corresponds 

with the expected spin-polarization decays in the Pt layers. The spin diffusion length was evaluated by 

the exponential fit, which is found to be ~ 2 nm. 

 

 

 
Figure S7: Average magnetic contrast values as a function of radius with different Pt layer 

thicknesses. Solid lines are the average values of the initial states and symbols are the values after 1
st
 

fs-laser pulse is irradiated.  

 

 
Figure S8: a, Illustration of maximum change of magnetic contrast ( ) and the amplitude of 

magnetic contrast for GdFeCo layer ( ) and [Co/Pt] layer ( ). To estimate how large 

magnetization in [Co/Pt] is changed, GdFeCo is assumed to be completely reversed. b, Normalized 

maximum change of magnetic contrast in [Co/Pt] after irradiation of fs-laser pulse in GdFeCo / Cu / 

Pt (tPt) / Cu / [Co/Pt] sample. 1 indicates [Co/Pt] completely reversed and 0.5 indicates demagnetizing. 

Green solid curve is exponential fit.  
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G. Absorption profile calculation with different Pt thickness 

 
 To estimate the change in the temperature rise with different Pt thicknesses in the spin valve 

structure, light absorption calculations using the transfer matrix method were performed. Figure S9a 

shows light absorption calculated for the spin valve structure with a 5-nm-thick Pt layer inserted. Light 

intensity is absorbed by Pt layer, therefore light absorption and temperature rise is expected for 

different Pt thicknesses. Figure S9b shows normalized light absorption as a function of Pt thickness. 

Whereas light absorption at [Co/Pt] layer decreases with increasing Pt thickness, total light absorption 

does not depend significantly on the Pt thickness. Temperature at slow time scale is determined by 

total light absorption rather than light absorption at [Co/Pt] because temperature is already equilibrated 

due to metallic multilayer. Thus, almost the same total light absorption with different Pt thickness does 

not explain the Pt thickness dependence of magnetic contrast.  

 

 
Figure S9: a, Light absorption profile calculated for spin valve structure in the case that Pt layer is 

inserted in the Cu layer. b, Normalized light absorption as a function of Pt layer thickness. Total 

absorption and absorption at [Co/Pt] layer are shown. 


